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I, however, think that the true view, in a case of this kind, is that the person who makes the offer shews by his
language and from the nature of the transaction that he does not expect and does not require notice of the
acceptance apart from notice of the performance. Another suggested meaning is that you are warranted free
from catching this epidemic, or colds or other diseases caused by taking cold, whilst you are using this remedy
after using it for two weeks. Lord Justice Lindley Promise or puff? It appears to me that there is a distinct
inconvenience, not to say a detriment, to any person who so uses the smoke ball. Was there any consideration
made? He points out that nobody knew what the flu actually was yet, nor how to prevent or cure it. The advert
was a sales puff and lacked intent to be an offer. Then it is asked, What is a reasonable time? Whichever is the
true construction, there is sufficient limit of time so as not to make the contract too vague on that account. It
was intended unquestionably to have some effect, and I think the effect which it was intended to have, was to
make people use the smoke ball, because the suggestions and allegations which it contains are directed
immediately to the use of the smoke ball as distinct from the purchase of it. Leonard could not get the fighter
jet, because the advertisement was not serious. I understand that if there is no consideration for a promise, it
may be a promise in honour, or, as we should call it, a promise without consideration and nudum pactum; but
if anything else is meant, I do not understand it. First, it is said no action will lie upon this contract because it
is a policy. Fifth, good consideration was clearly given by Mrs. Carlill got flu while using the smoke ball.
They ignored two letters from her husband, a solicitor. The nose would run, ostensibly flushing out viral
infections. It seems to me that in order to arrive at a right conclusion we must read this advertisement in its
plain meaning, as the public would understand it. Kimba Wood J distinguished the case on a number of
different grounds from Carlill, but it is clear that not all advertisements are always to be taken seriously. Was
it intended that the l. His Lordship observed that the language is vague and uncertain in some respects. The
first observation which arises is that the document itself is not a contract at all, it is only an offer made to the
public. In my judgment, therefore, this first point fails, and this was an offer intended to be acted upon, and,
when acted upon and the conditions performed, constituted a promise to pay. Hawkins, J. How would an
ordinary person reading this document construe it? Inconvenience sustained by one party at the request of the
other is enough to create a consideration. First, he says that the contract was not too vague to be enforced,
because it could be interpreted according to what ordinary people would understand by it. We were asked by
the council for the defendants to say that this document was a contract too vague to be enforced. The company
argued it is not a serious contract. The first observation I will make is that we are not dealing with any
inference of fact. It follows from the nature of the thing that the performance of the condition is sufficient
acceptance without the notification of it, and a person who makes an offer in an advertisement of that kind
makes an offer which must be read by the light of that common sense reflection. Then Lord Campbell went on
to give a second reason. Held: The Court of Appeal held that Mrs Carlill was entitled to the reward as the
advert constituted an offer of a unilateral contract which she had accepted by performing the conditions stated
in the offer. I so entirely agree with him that I pass over this contention also as not worth serious attention.
Therefore, the advertisers get out of the use an advantage which is enough to constitute a consideration. If his
first reason was not enough, and the plaintiff and the defendant there had come together as contracting parties
and the only question was consideration, it seems to me Lord Campbell's reasoning would not have been
sound. If I advertise to the world that my dog is lost, and that anybody who brings the dog to a particular place
will be paid some money, are all the police or other persons whose business it is to find lost dogs to be
expected to sit down and write me a note saying that they have accepted my proposal? It is not a contract made
with all the world. In the advertisement case, it seems to me that an inference may be drawn from the
transaction itself that a person is not to notify his acceptance of the offer before he performs the condition, but
that if he performs the condition notification is dispensed with. Unless this is done the two minds may be
apart, and there is not that consensus which is necessary according to the English law His Lordship considered
there were two possible time frames within which the claim could be brought, but preferred the construction
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that the reward would be open while the smoke ball was still being used: 'It may mean that the protection is
warranted to last during the epidemic, and it was during the epidemic that the plaintiff contracted the disease.


